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Module 1
Learning Guide
Introduction to Vocational Stewardship
Before you start...





Do pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide) and explore one optional reading on Moodle
Explore Unit Guide journal topics, getting ready to post to forums (modules 4-12)
From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application
If it’s your turn, come ready to share your “kingdom taster” or “resources show & tell”

1. INTRODUCTION
Welcome to “Integrating Faith and Work: Principles of Vocational Stewardship”. This module is the
introduction to core terminology and themes that will recur across the course. We will define vocation and
calling, explore the dimensions of work, and lay a foundational theology that frames our frontline activity
as a kingdom mission concerned with promoting shalom, restraining sin, and seeking holistic salvation.
This module sits within Section A of the course: “Framing Vocation: Forming a Theology for Missional
Work.” In subsequent modules we will form a biblical/narrative theology of work, and explore our vocation
in light of historical theology and the contemporary macro-economic context.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this module are to:
 Introduce students to key themes and core terminology: vocation, calling, frontline, shalom
 Outline a broad theology of the creation and redemption mandates within which we work for
holistic flourishing
OUTCOMES
On completion of this module, students should be able to:
Know and Understand:
a. Define vocation and calling, situating their own “work” in a missional frame
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 6:15-9:00pm, breaks from 7:05-7:10pm, and 7:55-8:05pm)
6:15
7:10
8:05

Introduction to Vocational Stewardship (50 minutes)
Business Time: Course Overview + Show & Tell, Kingdom Taster, and Small Groups (45 minutes)
What On Earth Are We Here For? [video for distance students here] (55 minutes)
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2. INTRODUCTION TO VOCATIONAL STEWARDSHIP

Resource Module 1.1
Each module I will refer to key books and articles that enrich your study of the material. Rather than list
these off at this point—see §6 References below—I simply want to highlight some key places to go.
Look at your relevant Unit Guide (MCE41/61-D). Around pages 7-9 is the Lecture Schedule,
where the final column lists the required pre-reading for each module. Be sure to check this each
week, rather than reading everything on Moodle. (Some of the Moodle readings are unique for
different levels of the course.)
Toward the end of the Unit Guide is the Recommended Readings. This includes set texts,
recommended texts, and additional reading. This is an invaluable list for your research as you
get into assignment work, especially for your theology of vocation and final essay.
The last section in your unit guide under Recommended Readings, is online resources. I have
replicated most of these on Moodle, above Module 1, under the heading Useful Related
Resources. When it’s your turn to share in class a “Show & Tell” resource, check these out. In this
first module, it’s worth taking some time to familiarise with the various groups and key authors
speaking into this space of faith @ work.
For this first module, at a minimum, check out Malyon Workplace (with related videos here)
Theology of Work, and here for a Kingdom Calling site (companion to the set text) with articles,
references & more (“vocational stewardship”)

2.1

A Word on What to Expect

Particularly if this is your first time in my class, it’s important to get a sense of my approach to learning.
There is *no* expectation that you will read and master everything thrown at you across the semester.
(The set-text is the bare minimum, though.) In some courses, the teacher functions as a kind of educational
parent, regulating your exposure to the field and helping you wade gently into a few areas each time you
meet. My approach is better understood as full immersion. (What could be more Baptist?!) My hope is that
you will discover the wonder of swimming in an ocean of discourse. I will highlight key themes on the
surface level. And yet, my role is more like a diving instructor. Calling you deeper, you’ll find all kinds of
weird and wonderful “faith at work” creatures lurking below, mostly encountered through the pre- and
optional reading. Many you may ignore. Some, however, you’ll choose to swim after and study up close.
Beyond intellectual stimulation, these may re-direct your life.
To keep you from drowning, I have set journal reflections and forum posts throughout the course (assessed
for weeks 4-12). Also, I have made the essays as clear as possible in structure and expectations, giving you
the freedom to tailor these explorations to your own occupational frontline and particular context. If you
ever feel confused or overwhelmed, email me and we’ll make a time to talk further.
One final note. I am convinced that education is for formation, not simply information. I have embedded
“practices” throughout this course—prayers, songs, sharing and more. The greatest source of
transformation is not the content in these module notes or a set reading. Rather, it’s found as the readings
and my questions stimulate you to share out of your own story. As a solid theologian, but a relatively
inexperienced “worker” in any field beyond education, a “dialogical pedagogy” is a must. In writing and
teaching this course, I, too, am swimming into areas out of my depth. Economics remains a mystery to me.
Workplace leadership is more conceptual than lived reality. SO: Come prepared to question, interact, and
even teach. These notes are not a full record of what we’ll cover. Rather, they are prompts to get the
conversation started. And, if you are studying via distance, can I encourage you to find a friend to audit this
course with. It may not work so well treading water on your lonesome. With all this in mind, let’s begin …
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2.2

Why Do We Need This Course?

According to R. Paul Stevens (2003, 94), “The average clock punching church person spends 88,000 hours of
their life in the workplace. … The most dedicated church members spend only 4,000 hours in church related
gatherings … yet most of our energy focuses on those 4,000 hours.”
Does this strike you as problematic?
Similarly, Mark Greene of the London Institute for Contemporary Christianity shared these thoughts in
2010, speaking to the Third Lausanne Congress in Cape Town:
Here in the UK, the church’s primary mission strategy has been:
“To recruit the people of God to use some of their leisure time
to join the missionary initiatives of church-paid workers.”
It’s a strategy that has yielded much fruit—in evangelism, in social action among the poor, the
young, the old, the disadvantaged, as well as in reaching out to the rich, the adult and the
privileged. Praise God for the ability of church leaders to mobilise their communities for such
mission. Still, this is mission that most Christians can only participate in during their leisure time.
What about the rest of their time?
The reality is that 98 percent of Christians—i.e., those not in paid church work—are not properly
envisioned or equipped for their mission in the 95 percent of their waking time that they aren’t
involved in church activities, wherever that might be—workplace, schoolplace, clubplace. And that
is a tragic waste of the church’s missional potential. Too few Christians have eyes to see what God
might be doing in the places they already naturally spend their time, and where they already have
relationships with those who don’t know Jesus.1

► How would you respond to Mark Greene’s assertion?
Does “the Church” invest too much energy into one day of the week? If so, why?
► How does this relate to your local context? Is this a peculiarly American or European/UK problem?
What about Australia?

1

See here for the full article, and here for video of the address, also here for Mark Greene’s vision for workplace
ministry (accessed January 30, 2017).
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In the latest McCrindle Research Institute study, they
reported that 61 percent of Australians identify as
“Christian” yet less than one in seven regularly
“attends church”. Only 8 percent of identifying
Christians regularly attend religious gatherings just
once a month. The single biggest reason people don’t
attend? Just under half (47 percent) responded:
“church is irrelevant to my life”.2
Now, I might quibble over the definition of “church”—
it’s the people, whether gathered or scattered, not a
building you visit for religious services.
Still, this is very significant.
As a friend of mine preached to his local congregation,
Now, I find that stunning! Churches all over
Australia desperately need to rediscover the relevance of what it means to daily follow Jesus,
reawakening to God’s mission. And this dialogue must extend beyond these walls or we risk missing
the point of the gospel altogether. God’s mission is expansive, and our best witness to the relevance
of the gospel is when we allow it to touch all parts of our own life, and become fruitful on our own
frontlines.3
► In your primary occupation, what support do you wish your church would give you and those who are
in a similar line of work? What might this “turn outwards” look like? (We revisit this in Module 8.)

2.3

Jesus’s Parable of the Talents (Matthew 25:14-30)

This course is all about “vocational stewardship” and “fruitfulness on the frontline”. It sounds significant.
Perhaps it’s a lynch-pin in changing the state of affairs described above. But what does it mean?
We’ll unpack the terminology in a short while.
First, however, I’ve heard it’s important for evangelicals to start with Jesus!
Let’s try one of his parables. Matthew 25:14-30 is rich on this theme. As Tom Nelson suggests, these three
workers in modern parlance could well be understood as “investment portfolio managers who have been
given the charge by the owner to manage and grow his wealth and expand his net worth” (2011, 68-70, at
69). A “talent” was, after all, “a monetary unit worth about twenty years’ wages for a labourer” (ESV
commentary, Mt 25:15 footnote b). Two invest well and are rewarded hansomely. The third “stuffed the
owner’s cash in his mattress rather than investing it in the market” (Ibid.). His faithless avoidance of work—
perhaps figuring it would all be sorted when the owner returned, devaluing his efforts in the here and
now—ends up costing more than it’s worth. Good work now draws greater responsibility and opportunity
for fruitfulness in the future. Kingdom workers don’t sit on their hands and wait for the eschaton.

2

See “Church Attendance in Australia [Infographic],” The McCrindle Blog, March 28, 2013, www.mccrindle.com.au/
the-mccrindle-blog/church_attendance_in_australia_infographic (accessed January 30, 2017).
3

Ps. Ryan Vallee, preaching at Kenmore Baptist Church (Brisbane, Australia), on July 12, 2015.
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Class Activity 1.1 – 10 minutes
Read Matthew 25:14-30 below. Then, answer these questions:
1. What do you think this meant to Jesus’s original audience? (e.g. Jews, Gentiles, election, mission)
2. What might it mean for the church, today, as it stewards the talents of its members?
3. What does it mean to you, personally, in terms of investing your work as a kingdom calling?
14 “For it will be like a man going on a journey, who called his
servants and entrusted to them his property. 15 To one he
gave five talents, to another two, to another one, to each
according to his ability. Then he went away. 16 He who had
received the five talents went at once and traded with them,
and he made five talents more. 17 So also he who had the two
talents made two talents more. 18 But he who had received
the one talent went and dug in the ground and hid his master's
money. 19 Now after a long time the master of those servants
came and settled accounts with them. 20 And he who had
received the five talents came forward, bringing five talents
more, saying, ‘Master, you delivered to me five talents; here I
have made five talents more.’ 21 His master said to him, ‘Well
done, good and faithful servant. You have been faithful over a
little; I will set you over much. Enter into the joy of your
master.’ 22 And he also who had the two talents came
forward, saying, ‘Master, you delivered to me two talents;
here I have made two talents more.’ 23 His master said to him,
‘Well done, good and faithful servant. You have been faithful
over a little; I will set you over much. Enter into the joy of your
master.’ 24 He also who had received the one talent came
forward, saying, ‘Master, I knew you to be a hard man, reaping
where you did not sow, and gathering where you scattered no
seed, 25 so I was afraid, and I went and hid your talent in the
ground. Here you have what is yours.’ 26 But his master
answered him, ‘You wicked and slothful servant! You knew that I reap where I have not sown and gather
where I scattered no seed? 27 Then you ought to have invested my money with the bankers, and at my
coming I should have received what was my own with interest. 28 So take the talent from him and give it
to him who has the ten talents. 29 For to everyone who has will more be given, and he will have an
abundance. But from the one who has not, even what he has will be taken away. 30 And cast the
worthless servant into the outer darkness. In that place there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.’

Stewarding our talents, then, is core business for Jesus’s co-workers in the kingdom.
It has individual and corporate implications.
Still, how does this relate to our work? And what of the key terms like vocation, calling, frontline, and
shalom at the heart of this course?
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2.4

Defining Vocation and Calling, Frontline and Shalom

2.4.1 Vocation and Calling
► What comes to mind when you hear the word “Vocation”? Define it, and share with another.
What is “vocation”. Perhaps this video (2.42min) and subsequent descriptions and definitions will help.

“The Latin word vocare—to call—is at the root of our common word ‘vocation.’ Today the word often
means simply a job, but that was not the original sense. A job is a vocation only if someone else calls you to
do it and you do it for them rather than for yourself. And so our work can be a calling only if it is reimagined
as a mission of service to something beyond merely our own interests.”
– Keller and Alsdorf 2012, 19
“The word vocation is a rich one, having to address the wholeness of life, the range of relationships and
responsibilities. Work, yes, but also families, and neighbors, and citizenship, locally and globally—all of this
and more is seen as vocation, that to which I am called as a human being, living my life before the face of
God [coram Deo]. It is never the same word as occupation, just as calling is never the same word as career.
Sometimes, by grace, the words and the realities they represent do overlap, even significantly; sometimes,
in the incompleteness of life in a fallen world, there is not much overlap at all.”
– Garber 2014, 11
“First and foremost we are called to Someone (God), not something (such as motherhood, politics or
teaching) or somewhere (such as the inner-city or Mongolia).”
– Guinness 1998, 31
(Cf. Preece 2014, 3: “The difference is between calling in a situation when converted [Barrett and Volf]
… and calling to a situation [Luther]”; Jn 10:11-15.)
► How are these definitions similar to or different from that of Sherman (2011) and Messenger (2010)
in the set-text and pre-reading (as per your Unit Guide)
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There are some tensions among these definitions and descriptions. As Preece highlights, our primary call is
to follow Christ. Our secondary call is to serve Christ faithfully—investing our “talents” (workplace
knowledge, skills, platforms and networks: Reggie McNeal in Sherman 2011, 12) wisely for his glory—
wherever we are and in whatever occupation we serve.
Douglas J. Schuurman (2004) helpfully brings this together:
By vocation, Schuurman means the Protestant Doctrine of Vocation. That is, “all
relational spheres – domestic, economic, political, cultural—are religiously and
morally meaningful as divinely given avenues through which persons respond
obediently to the call of God” (2004, 4).4
By callings, Schuurman means the refraction of God’s general call—to love God
and neighbor, stewarding the earth toward shalom—through one’s relational
settings “into the variety of particular callings in the life of an individual or a
community” (2004, 47).

(For more detail and critique, see my book review of Schuurman’s Vocation (2004),
under Moodle, Module 1 Extra Resources, and my talk “One Caller, Many Callings” here)
Riffing off Schuurman, here is how I described the aims of this course:
The mission of Malyon College is “developing Christians of influence.” One of the greatest
contemporary avenues for gospel influence is through our work, where we participate with God in
transforming the world. Thus, we need wisdom to integrate our faith and our work.
Subtitled “Principles of Vocational Stewardship,” we focus upon our “frontlines” where we
invest the majority of our waking hours. Vocation includes all of life—domestic, economic, political
and cultural relational spheres and responsibilities—as divinely given avenues through which
persons respond obediently to the call of God. This unit will explore the theological, cultural and
pragmatic principles undergirding the stewarding of one’s vocation toward restraining sin and
promoting shalom. That is, we will seek flourishing through right relatedness with God, each other,
and this world God loves.
This unit will help students to theologically frame, discern and steward their vocation as a
spiritual act of worship (Matthew 6:33; Colossians 3:17; Proverbs 11:10). It will also assist church
workers to empower and equip Christians to seek God’s Kingdom in all of life.
► Try putting “Vocation” into your own words. How would you define it?
► Given this definition, and thinking upon the various spheres where you spend most of your time, do
you see it as a calling? Why, or why not? What would it take for this to become a vocation?

4

There is also a second sense of vocation used almost interchangeably, that being the places of responsibility within
which we live our particular callings (both to particular places of responsibility, and the responsibilities therein)
obeying God’s general call. Thus Luther asserts we have a “spiritual vocation” (vocation spiritualis), and an “external
vocation” (vocation externa), together comprising all stations in life (26).
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2.4.2 Frontline
Perhaps your church has taken on the LICC’s (London Institute of Contemporary Christianity) course,
Fruitfulness on the Frontline. How does this language map onto vocation?

In the words of LICC theologian Neil Hudson,
We may be old or young; healthy or infirm; rich or poor; employed or not. We may be busy or
bored; optimistic or pessimistic; radically cutting edge or relatively retro. Whoever we are, as
Christians, we have at least one thing in common: we each have a Frontline.
It's the place where we spend much of our time, where we meet people who don't know Jesus;
the place where God has called us, the place of possibility and potential. [emphasis mine]
So, you have a “frontline” whether you are employed or on the dole, a student or a retiree, a legal eagle or
a janitor. That said, in this unit the sharpest focus is upon our paid work.
Vocation, then, is the broader term. Frontline is about the secondary sense of vocation. The call to follow
Christ is assumed. “Frontline” emphasises the places and responsibilities and spheres where we may live
this call, for the glory of God (cf. 1 Cor 10:31; Col 3:17).
When we capture this kind of vision of our frontline, even the most basic employment of an overlooked
immigrant or an endentured slave becomes an avenue to serve God in the world.
As Martin Luther King, Jr., powerfully proclaimed to his fellow African Americans:
If a man is called to be a streetsweeper,
he should sweep streets
even as Michelangelo painted,
or Beethoven composed music,
or Shakespeare wrote poetry.
He should sweep streets so well
that all the hosts of heaven and earth
will pause and say,
“Here lived a great streetsweeper
who did his job well.”
► List below your 3 primary “frontlines”
__________________________

__________________________
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2.4.3 Shalom
One more term requires definition. LICC speaks of “fruitfulness” on the front-line.
“Fruit bearing” is familiar language for most Christians (cf. Gen 1-2; Jn 15; Col 1; Rev 22).
Shalom, however, is not.
Drawing on the work of Plantinga (1995, 9-12, 16, 194-199) and Wolterstorff (1983, 69-72), we discover
that shalom is aguably the most comprehensive purpose for humanity as a whole.

Shalom is a Hebrew word hardly captured by its English translation into “peace”. Beyond the absence of
hostility, it embraces the completeness or soundness of life abundant.5 It unites our anthropology as God’s
image bearers, our universal and ongoing mission in the world of loving God, loving others, and cultivating
the world, and our final telos of union with God in the New Creation.6 Shalom is holistic flourishing,
comprising duty and delight through right relatedness with God, others, self, and the world. In short,
shalom represents an expansive vision of the common good.7 This theme, adopted by many, is central to
Nicholas Wolterstorff’s theology of education. His description is worth quoting at length:
I have come to think that the most promising concept for capturing God’s and our mission in the
world is the biblical concept of shalom. Shalom is the content of that kingdom that Jesus said was
breaking in and whose ultimate presence his death and resurrection have secured. We now are to
delight in the shalom we experience and to share in God’s cause of advancing its presence. There is
no shalom without justice. But beyond that, shalom is delight in all one’s relationships: with God,
neighbor, nature, and self. Shalom unites the fulfillment of culture with the liberation of justice. Life
in the city of God is a life committed to struggling for shalom and to appreciating the flickers of
shalom that already brighten our existence. Christian education is education for shalom.8
5

Wolterstorff, Until Justice and Peace Embrace, 69-72; cf. Pss 85:10-13; Is 2:2-3; 11:6-8; 32:18. In the New Testament,
the Greek equivalent of shalom, eirēnē, captures the “peace” Jesus offers through his life given for the world, as in
Luke 1:79 and 2:24, John 20:19-21 and Acts 10:36. Shalom, thus, is an embracing term representing the quality of life
in the Kingdom of Heaven (in Matthew), under the reign of God (Luke). It is semantically equivalent to “life to the full”
(zōē perissos) in John 10:10 and the “life of the ages” (i.e., eternal life, zōē aiōnios) in John 6:54 and 17:2, ushered in
by Christ. The path of true peace passes through temporary conflict, as that which divides is squarely faced before it
can be resolved. See Mt 10:34-39.
6

Christopher Wright, The Mission of God (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2006), 17; John Stackhouse, Making the
Best of It: Following Christ in the Real World (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 205-220.
7

Volf, Public Faith, 55-74; Taylor, Secular Age, 245; Pope John Paul II, ed., “The Common Good, nos. 1905-1912,”
Catechism of the Catholic Church, 2d ed., promulgated on September 8, 1997.
8

Nicholas Wolterstorff, Educating for Life, ed. Gloria Stronks and Clarence Joldersma (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Academic, 2002), 79; emphasis his. See also Wolterstorff, Educating for Shalom (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2004).
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We will return to this theme in the last session of this module, under the rubric of the quadruple bottom
line (§4.5 below). We will also use shalom as our frame in constructing a biblical/narrative theology of
vocation. Through our vocation, we are called to promote shalom, restrain sin and seek salvation.
Together, this may be understood as “seeking first the kingdom of God” in our work.
For more detail on shalom, in everyday language, see the short article by Billington (2012) under Moodle
Module 1, Extra Resources. For now, the key to remember is that God is concerned with holistic flourishing
through loving God and others, growing oneself, and lovingly cultivating the world he created.
► Describe what “shalom” looks like in one of your secondary vocations, in each of its four dimensions:
God, people, planet, self

Reflection Activities 1.1-1.2 – Distance Students
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related
boxes of the unit guide.
#1.1 Define “Vocation” in your own words, and list your 3 most important “frontlines”
#1.2 Describe what Shalom (fruitfulness, holistic flourishing) looks like in one of the above avenues
through which you live your calling to follow Christ and seek first the kingdom of God

2.5

God Is @ Work: Introducing Vocational Dimensions to Your Church

Let’s say you’re with me, so far. We, as members of the body of Christ—His Church—are to be faithful
stewards of our vocational talents. But, your local congregation falls foul of critiques in §2.2 above.
How might you communicate this kind of theological vision and capture the imagination of pew warmers?
Following is one of my early attempts, while working as Pastor of Evangelism and Community Outreach at
Kenmore Baptist Church (2010). Through our church’s monthly newsletter, “KBC News”, I started a series of
interviews and videos called “God @ Work”. You can access these interviews online here.
Have a read and see what you think.
In the lead up to modules 8 & 9, where we address this directly, jot your initial answer to this question:
► How is God @ Work through your vocation?
1. Where do you see the goodness of creation in your vocation?
2. Where do you see the brokenness of the fall in your vocation?
3. Where do you see signs of restoration in what you do?
... That is, how do you seek first the kingdom of God as a ___________ (insert profession here)
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If you were the Son of God—with thirty-three years to save the world—how would you invest your time? If
it were me, I’d kick off with some spectacular show to draw attention, and then stick it to the guys in power
to reclaim my kingdom. No dilly dallying, right? Out with the mundane, and in with the miraculous. If the
‘good news’ is simply that the Saviour paid for our sins on the cross, then I’d want to head straight to
Jerusalem for the showdown, not get holed up in some sweat shop for half my life.
And this is precisely why Jesus’ life is an enigma. His path meandered.
A few months back I chatted with a leader of a missions
organization about “evangelism Jesus-style.” He was
clearly confused. “How could Jesus evangelize when the
gospel is Christ crucified for our sins? What would he say?
‘Hey folks, in a few years time I’ll die on your behalf and
then rise again, so trust in me now—I will save you.” I
asked what sense he made of Jesus’ formative years, if the
cross was all that mattered. His reply: ‘Interesting point!
Why did Jesus waste all that time? I mean, he could have
just come as an adult, taught us the basics, paid for our
sins, and then left the church in his place.”
If the parts don’t fit, then maybe we’ve shrunk the gospel.
Granted, Jesus’ life began with a miracle of incarnation—God takes on flesh. But as C. S. Lewis noted, this
miraculous spermatozoan was absorbed by nature, in an otherwise uneventful nine month pregnancy.
Most of Jesus’ life was mundane. Being in very nature God, Jesus was simultaneously fully human. He
learned to walk and talk, he was toilet trained, schooled, socialised, and even put to work.
The Biblical accounts don’t dwell on the details. While the synoptics do mention the birth narratives, they
essentially jump from Jesus debating in the temple at age twelve, to the public launch of his ministry hot on
cousin John’s heels in the desert. Luke 2:52 indicates that Jesus grew “in wisdom and stature, favour with
God and favour with people.” But what does this mean? In Matthew 13:55, after an authoritative sermon,
Jesus’ Galilean peers try to undermine his reputation: “Is this not the carpenter’s son?” We gather from a
related passage in Mark 6:3 that Joseph’s legacy lived on: “‘Is this not the carpenter, the Son of Mary, and
brother of James, Joses, Judas, and Simon?’ So they were offended at him.” Now, technically, ‘carpenter’
doesn’t cut it. In Greek, the word is tekton, which in the broadest sense means “a builder of structures.”
(Think Allan White and his friends at Master Builders Australia.) Joseph and Jesus could have been
designers, construction engineers, or even architects.
This all sounds pretty hum-drum, right? (For my liturgical friends, I guess that’s why
‘ordinary time’ makes up the bulk of the church calendar—nothing noteworthy, just
going through the rhythms and motions of life.) Jesus’ daily grind is so understated
that apocryphal gospels two centuries later tried to fill in the gaps. We read of Joseph
commissioned to make a throne, but his mis-measurement lands him in trouble. Jesus
comes to the rescue, miraculously modifying the dimensions, so that both get the
kudos for a job well done. We rightly reject such spurious stories.
But I wonder if we, too, are offended by the ordinary-ness of Jesus’ life.
Can we walk and work with Jesus without getting bored?
While the Biblical accounts don’t trace the contours of Jesus’ working life, our theology must. For Jesus,
apprenticeship and working with his hands wasn’t a pointless aside while he waited for the right time to
save the world. If you follow one of the church’s greatest early theologians, Irenaeus, Jesus’ work was part
of redemption. I’m talking about recapitulation. Jesus didn’t just reverse the sins of Adam on the cross.
Yes, this was the climax of redemption. But God set things right through Jesus by summing up all of human
life in himself. By faithful living in all of life’s stages and callings—as an infant, child, teen, worker, and
adult—he sanctifies it with his divinity. It’s an echo of God’s “very good” announced over creation right at
the beginning of the story.
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Creation. Fall. Redemption. Work is not a distraction. If I were to speak of “workplace evangelism,” most
of us would think of ethical practices and inserting Jesus in every conversation. But what if workplace
evangelism is about living and sharing the reign of God through all of our activities? Remember the Big
Story? God created us to tend and care for His garden planet, to cultivate it out of love for God, others, and
all creation. But we fell. We turned inward, and worked for our own gain irrespective of others. The
result? Curse. All we do—whether procreating, playing, or cultivating—is damaged by sin. It’s hard work
being productive when the ground is infested with thorns and thistles. But Christ has redeemed us. We are
a new creation in him. In turning from our agenda to God’s, we are filled with his creative Spirit. We are
empowered to work for good in a mixed field, to restrain sin, and promote shalom. We can partner with
God toward the flourishing of all life. And we labour in hope that one day God will resurrect all our efforts
for his glory, and plant us afresh in a garden-city where we can meaningfully engage, for love of God,
neighbour, and the whole cosmos.
Can you see the radical implications of this story? Dualism is out. There is no separating spiritual (good)
and material (bad). Whatever we do toward flourishing—by better loving God, loving others, and
cultivating the world—is for His glory (1 Corinthians 10:31). Prayer, play, producing: it’s all for God.
Remember that implicit spiritual hierarchy: missionary is best, then pastor if you stay at home; traveling
down the rungs, it’s noble to volunteer in church, or be a doctor or teacher; if you must, serve with your
hands in a trade; but don’t pursue those spiritually worthless careers centred around (dirty) money, power,
and pleasure, like banking, law, and the arts. In God’s holistic economy, we need to flip this ladder on its
side. Every one of these professions has a creative purpose in the world. Every profession (including
Pastoring!) is tainted by sin. And every profession can be redeemed in the power of the Spirit.
Let me cut to the chase. It’s noble and necessary for you to serve in the church, for the building up of the
body of Christ. (Think worship band, Sunday School, and growth groups.) And it’s vital that this built-upbody corporately carries this blessing into the world. (Think structured outreaches, Alpha, and practical
neighbourhood help.) But all of this happens in your spare time. What would it look like if your frontline
vocation, the bulk of your hours, were intentionally geared for the glory of God? … As a business
executive, plumber, student, check-out-chick, sales agent, nurse, news reader, video editor, accountant,
mum, teacher, what does it mean to seek first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness-justice? How
might you live and share the Big Story of creation, fall, and redemption, through your ‘work’?
What you do in your everyday vocation matters.
It’s a spiritual act of worship. Like Jesus and
Joseph sweating it up in the workshop, your
ordinary actions and mundane motions in a very
real sense participate with God in saving the
world. But this isn’t necessarily so. It will take
thoughtful reflection, prayer, and some intentional
modifying of what you do to more effectively
restrain sin and promote shalom for the glory of
God and the flourishing of life on this planet.
So, how do how ordinary people seek first God’s
kingdom through their vocation. Ask yourself this:
In my vocation, how can I be a sign of God’s Kingdom, pointing people to Jesus in word and deed?
How can I partner with the Spirit in the nature of the work (daily tasks), the context of the work (work
environment and relationships), the product of the work (goods and services), and the reward from the
work (whether financial, relational, or environmental)?
So, this week, may you meander with Jesus. As you engage the mundane tasks of your vocation—swiping a
bar code, entering data, hitting the books, sweeping the floors—may you practice the presence of God.
See the Saviour of the world by your side, hammering in nails. And know that this, too, is very good.
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3. BUSINESS TIME
Each module, we will use the middle session for business time. This centres on student contributions and
interaction. Being the first week, we will start with getting to know each other, forming small groups, and
overviewing the course via the Unit Guides.
Then, we will draw names for which students will share in “Show and Tell” and “Kingdom Taster” next
module, before forming into groups to pray for our workmates and debrief the readings.

3.1

Student Introductions and Course Overview

Over the next thirteen weeks we’ll be journeying together as we reflect upon how to more effectively
steward our vocations. At the heart of this must be our shared life of love. This begins with God’s love for
God (perichoresis, or the divine dancing around in love for all eternity between Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit), which overflows into God’s love for us. In turn, as we respond to God’s love, we are freed to love
each other and enter into the fellowship of God (Jn 17). This is the heart of our workplace witness.
So … all of this begins quite simply by putting a name to a face, and hearing each other’s heart:
Who are you?
With which church are you connected?
What is your primary frontline? (e.g. artist, teacher, mum?)
Why have you chosen to study this subject?
(For those students who are new to doing a class with me, it would be fantastic if you could type out these
details on one A4 page to submit in next week’s class. Please include a photo of yourself, and maybe one
more detail: something memorable or unusual about you, or an interesting story, so I won’t forget!)
Discuss Unit Guide

|

Pay particular attention to assessment requirements and pre-reading

Starting next week, one student will share per module.
DRAWING FROM THE POOL OF NAMES, NEXT MODULE’S CONTRIBUTOR WILL BE …
SHOW & TELL: ______________________
or
KINGDOM TASTER: ___________________

3.2

Show & Tell and Kingdom Taster

Class Activity 1.2 … Show & Tell (5 mins)
Across this unit you will discover countless links and inspiring illustrations.
So, in this spot, it’s the chance for one student each week to share either:
1) An excellent resource that supports our efforts toward vocational stewardship;
2) An example or story that demonstrates vocational stewardship in action.
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Class Activity 1.3 … Kingdom Taster (10 mins)
Sherman (2011, 23) shares the illustration of Baskin-Robbins pink spoons. Before the
average ice-cream eater is willing to fork out good cash to eat what you’re selling, they
want a taste. It’s not enough to describe the flavour. They need to see it, smell it, and
ultimately consume it.
In a similar way, being a workplace witness must extend beyond talking about shalom. Our
lives become a sample, with real substance, that invites our peers to taste and see that
God is good. To know that the Kingdom/reign of God has come near.
So, if it’s your turn to contribute, here’s what you need to do:
1) Take a photo of you and your pink spoon at your place or work or key vocation. Email this to
david.benson@malyon.edu.au, so he can display this while you’re sharing.
2) Tell us a bit about your vocation in its various dimensions: the nature of the work (daily tasks),
the context of the work (work environment and relationships), the product of the work (goods
and services), and the reward from the work (whether financial, relational, or environmental)?
(See the “kingdom gap” activity after this box for more.)
3) How do you offer a foretaste of the kingdom through your vocation? Share a story.
4) How can we pray for you, to better restrain sin and seek shalom? >> We’ll pray for you!

One way of conceptualising your vocation is through “the Kingdom Gap.”
[n.b. This activity is repeated each week, and is at the heart of one of your assessments. Just familiarise for now ]

Try this:
1) Imagine your vocation was carried into the New Creation. Imagine that it reflected the fullness of
the Kingdom of God, where all the corrupting influences of sin are removed. (Some professions will
take more imagination than others.) Think about the following dimensions:
a. The nature of the work itself (i.e., the day-to-day tasks workers do in producing something—
entering data, fitting parts on an assembly line, consulting with clients, and so forth);
b. The context of the work (i.e.., the work environment and community among workers);
c. The product of the work (i.e., the central goods and/or services your business yields—computer
chips, financial advice, transportation, education, and so forth); and
d. The income/reward from the work (i.e., profits and pay from goods and services rendered)
2) Now, what is the current state of affairs? Again, consider each of the same dimensions: the nature,
context, product, and income of the work.
3) In God’s strength and prayerfully following His lead, how can I leverage my power and position to
close this Kingdom Gap? That is, how can I participate in healing action by restraining sin and
promoting shalom/flourishing? Again, seek God for particular actions you can do in each facet of
your vocation: nature, context, product, income.
Three new actions that I can start right now to bridge the Kingdom Gap as a sign of God’s shalom are:
 ________________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________________
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You might find it helpful to map this onto a diagram like the following:

Additional Resources Module 1
Vocation. Kingdom. Shalom. Holistic flourishing. … Work’s nature, context, product, and income.
If you’re already drowning in a sea of concepts, then you need to read a story.
As for what all of this could look like, have a read of Bigelow (1999, 54-66), reflecting on his work
as a builder-developer. (It’s an optional reading under Moodle, Module 1.)
Be inspired and catch a vision of his vocational stewardship. Now, what does it look like for you?

3.3

Small Group Interaction

Class Activity 1.4 … Group Interaction (30 mins)
Each module we’ll break into the same small groups of ~3-4 people. You can join with who you like,
though it may help to find people with a similar type of work to you. Following Banks (1999, 22-26: see
the first optional reading under Moodle Module 1) and Sherman (2011, 102-104), let’s group by one of
the seven types of God’s own work in the world:
A) REDEMPTIVE WORK: God’s saving and reconciling actions
B) CREATIVE WORK: God’s fashioning of the physical and human world
C) PROVIDENTIAL WORK: God’s provision for and sustaining of humans and the creation
D) JUSTICE WORK: God’s maintenance of justice
E) COMPASSIONATE WORK: God’s involvement in comforting, healing, guiding & shepherding
F) REVELATORY WORK: God’s work to enlighten with truth
Here’s the things you’re to work through:
1) Choose 1-3 non-Christian peers on your occupational frontline.
Pray for them by name as you feel led. [5 minutes]
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2) A key stream for living your faith at work is through your kingdom ethics. To keep this in mind,
each module you are to read out-loud a portion from the Sermon on the Mount. What comes to
mind in your own context? Silently reflect for a minute on how to live this out. [5 minutes]
M1 = Mt 5:1-12
M5 = Mt 5:33-37
M9 = Mt 7:1-11

M2 = Mt 5:13-20 M3 = Mt 5:21-25 M4 = Mt 5:27-32
M6 = Mt 5:38-48 M7 = Mt 6:1-18
M8 = Mt 6:19-34
M10 = Mt 7:12-14 M11 = Mt 7:15-23 M12 = Mt 7:24-29

3) Which of the pre-readings did you engage? Share a brief summary of the key points, giving most
attention to the set-text and readings in the Unit Guide. (You may even find it helpful during this
time to divvy up the next module’s readings, so between you they’re all covered.) [5 minutes]
4) From what you read, debrief using these four aspects [10-15 minutes]
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for your vocational stewardship
-an application—something useful right now toward fruitfulness on your frontline
(It’s helpful to jot notes using these 4 themes (Q/C/I/A) as you read outside class. This helps you engage
what’s said, without getting too hung up on the details as you’re not examined on this. That said, each
journal entry you need to engage with the set text, and [MCE61] *one* of the optional readings.)
5) Discuss the related journal question for this module (for modules 4-12) [15 minutes], e.g.
Journal #1 (re: module 4): What “distortion” in your theology most affects how you steward your
vocation? Where does it trace back to, and how might you fix it up?
6) On the odd chance you finish all this with time left, then have one group member share a current
story where you need “workplace wisdom”. Using the most basic model of theological
reflection—see, judge, act—work through these questions:
What is going on and why? What ought to be going on? How might we respond?
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4. WHAT ON EARTH AM I HERE FOR?

Additional Resources Module 1
In Modules 2 and 3, you will construct your own theology of vocation, specifically tailored toward
your occupational frontline.
In what follows, however, I hope to lay out for you a foundational theology that frames your
vocation as participating in the mission of God. That is, your work sits within an overarching
kingdom mission concerned with promoting shalom, restraining sin, and seeking salvation:
creation, fall, and restoration.
This talk was delivered at Malyon College’s “Transforming Work” Conference, at Malyon College,
Mitchelton, Qld, on June 20, 2015. Distance students can watch the video here.
I have only reproduced some of the core notes in what follows, leaving space
for you to jot your own thoughts. If you want to read the full transcript of the
talk, see Moodle Module 1, “TransformingWork_What On Earth Here For
_talk+slides” pdf above the tag Recommended Readings.
Also, you may want to check out the optional reading from Stackouse
(2008), “Stackhouse2008_VocationMakingBestofIt221-260” which heavily
influenced the structure of what I shared. Lots of wisdom in this source.
An extensive summary of Stackhouse’s book can be found here.

Talk Synopsis:
All of life is for God’s glory. This includes the highs and lows of our mundane existence. This includes our
everyday vocation. In the current rush to transform work, though, have we slipped into triumphalism and
forgotten Christ? In this talk, Dave will unpack Jesus’ mission in Luke 4. Centred in the kingdom of God, we
are invited to join Jesus in working for shalom and salvation. This expansive theological frame is a
safeguard and a springboard for all we do. In the big story of creation, fall, and redemption, we discover
what on earth we are here for.

4.1

What Is Work?

Is work merely
“human activity that generates income”?
Instead, I follow Miroslav Volf:
“Work in the Spirit” entails
“cooperation with God in the
transformation of the world”
– Volf 2001, inter alia, especially 98-101 at 101
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4.2

What On Earth Are You Here For?

Ephesians 2:10 – For what “good works” were you created?
Matthew 25 – What earns a “well done good and faithful servant” from the master?
Anyone who is sent on a mission had better be clear about what is being asked of her and why. If
she is not clear about the nature and rationale of the mission, she risks trying to do too much, or
not enough, or the wrong thing entirely (Stackhouse 2007).
John 20:21 – On a Jesus-shaped mission

4.3

Partial Answers, Superficial Integration

“Claiming it” with Ben: Kingdom deeds toward “flourishing”

“Naming it” with Jen: Kingdom words toward “salvation”

Triumphalism?

Patience and Partnership?

Have we forgotten Jesus?

Compartmentalising “sacred Sundays”
and “secular Mondays”

Dismantling Dualism
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4.4 Who is Jesus Christ,
For Us, Today? Announcing
the Kingdom (Luke 4:14-30)
The context

The mission: good news today

Holistic salvation (Jones 1972, 115-120)

Jubilee (Leviticus 25)

The message:
announcing and denouncing

The response:
icy insiders and elated outsiders

4.5

A Quadruple Bottom Line
Profit

People

Planet

Purpose

Work, Worship and Witness for the Common Good
“Ethics, evangelism, calling, spirituality—it all comes together in transforming work.”
For more, see Inayatullah (n.d.) and “Quadruple Bottom Line TipSheet13QBL”,
both uploaded to Moodle Module 1 Extra Resources.
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4.6

Four Mandates Framing Our Mission in the World Today:
Creation + Redemption

We’ve covered a lot of ground, but I want to tie it all together. You see, whether you’re a government
official or a garbage collector, an academic or an artist, a tradie or a beauty technician, the Kingdom
business involves four key tasks, or mandates, for Christ’s co-workers.
The first two are what all humans were created for, whether they follow Jesus or not—they are the
creation commandments, and represent God’s ongoing will for humanity and the creation under our care.
(In a basic way, this was Ben’s driving force: flourishing.)
The second two are what Jesus’ followers are specifically called to do, in restoring a wayward world back to
its original purpose—they are the redemption commandments. (This was Jen’s driving force: salvation.)
Our first and ongoing mission is to love God and others, and to cultivate the world. This is about seeking
shalom. Shalom is the Hebrew word for peace, but it’s far more than the absence of hostility. It means the
flourishing of all things through right relationship with God, oneself, each other, and the rest of creation—
like a dance of love. It’s the webbing together of life in justice, fulfilment, beauty, delight. It’s what God
intended in creation.
But, because of our rebellion, sin has affected everthing. So as followers of Jesus, we must also be about
salvation. Alongside fellow believers, we are to model to the world the new commandment of especially
loving each other as a worshipful community. And, we’re to cultivate people—through evangelism and
discipleship—seeing them restored so that they may once again cultivate the world. So the redemption
commandments are temporary; they serve the creation commandments. See the parallel?
#1: The Cultural Mandate: Steward and Cultivate the World (Genesis 1:26-28)
#2: The Great Commandments: Love (Matthew 22:34-40)
#3: The Great Commission: Make Disciples (Matthew 28:18-20)
#4: The New Commandment: Love (John 13:34-35)
► What does this look like in your work? What could it look like?
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4.7 Adam’s
“The Kingdom
Health Group”
… Health Care
that Cares
Adam’s practice - video
Diana’s story
… “In all these ways and
more, Orion Family
Physiotherapy has
become an avenue for
transforming work.
Through this calling, Adam practices the cultural mandate, of stewarding and cultivating the world. He
displays the great commandments of loving God and loving others. He serves shalom.
And through physiotherapy, he is busy with the redemption commandments, drawing a wayward world
back into line with God’s original purposes for creation. He especially loves other believers, the church
scattered, as a model to the world of God’s kingdom of love. This attracts all those desperate for true
community. And, he’s living the great commission, in the business of making disciples of the kingdom—
fellow workers who experience and pass on salvation that impacts the community and the planet.”

4.8

In Short: Shalom + Salvation

So … What on Earth are we here for?
Answer: shalom + salvation. We’re here
for holistic flourishing, and reconciliation.
We are agents and messengers of the
Kingdom of God. And again, this is spiritual
and material, spelling good news that is
individual, corporate, and cosmic. Our lives
and our words unite in an audio-visual
display that points all people to Jesus. If
you want it in one verse, try Matthew 6:33:
“Seek first the Kingdom of God and His
righteousness-justice, and everything else
will be added to you.”
Who are we, for Jesus Christ today? Within this expansive kingdom frame, it will take a different form for
each workplace and every person. My hope is that today you’ll hear God’s call afresh. Like my friend Adam,
may you have your sight restored to see anew how to serve God through your job. May you be encouraged
to integrate your faith and work, and may you discover the joy of doing everything for the glory of God.
“Father God, as you sent Jesus, so He has sent me to help heal a hurting world. My greatest desire is to seek
you first, to be an agent and a messenger of Your Kingdom. Break my heart for what breaks yours. Give me
eyes to see the poor, the prisoner, the blind, and the oppressed all around me. And lead me in Your Spirit to
know how you would have me respond. Show me how to live toward shalom and salvation.
Make me an effective Sign of Your Kingdom that points many people toward Jesus.
Would you transform my work, for your glory, Amen.”
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Reflection Activities 1.3-1.4 – Distance Students
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related
boxes of the unit guide.
#1.3 What impacted you most in the unpacking of Jesus’ mission statement in Luke 4.
How does this relate to your vocation?
#1.4 Score yourself out of 10 for your intentionality in each of the four mandates as you live your faith
at work. Come up with one initiative or tweak to what you do, to more effectively work for shalom and
salvation in your occupational frontline.
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5. CLOSING PRAYER AND PREPARATION FOR NEXT CLASS
The Lord’s (or Disciples’) Prayer, based on Matthew 6:9-13, is an important practice that has drifted off the
radar for many Christians. And yet, each module, we will finish by praying this together. After this, I will
pray a blessing over you, drawn from Garber (2014, 239) or various prayers in Nelson (2011, 31, 48, 61, 98,
118-119, 160, 182-183, 200). Across this course, it is my hope that you will form some unique practices
(spiritual habits) that direct your heart and working routine toward your kingdom calling.
Our Father in Heaven,
Holy is your name.
Your Kingdom come,
Your will be done,
On Earth as in Heaven.
Give us today our daily bread,
And forgive us our sins,
As we forgive those who sin against us.
Lead us not into temptation,
But deliver us from evil.
For yours is the Kingdom,
The power and the glory,
Now and forever,
Amen.
Prayer for Vocations (Garber 2014, 239):
God of heaven and earth, we pray for your kingdom to come, for your will to be done on earth as it
is in heaven. Teach us to see our vocations and occupations as woven into your work in the world
this week. For mothers at home who care for children, for those whose labour forms our common
life in this city, the nation and the world, for those who serve the marketplace of ideas and
commerce, for those whose creative gifts nourish us all, for those whose callings take them into
the academy, for those who long for employment that satisfies their souls and serves you, for each
one we pray, asking for your great mercy. Give us eyes to see that our work is holy to you, O Lord,
even as our worship this day is holy to you. In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.
Amen.

Avodah. May your work and worship
be one in glorifying God this week.9

9

See Nelson 2011, 26-27. Avodah derives from ‘abad, first used Genesis 2:5, 15 where tilling the garden is spiritual
service akin to dressing the altar, living all of life before the face of God (coram Deo). Cf. avodah in Ex 35:21.
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Forum Activity
For each of modules 4 through 12 of the course, please submit a 200 word forum post, comprising:
(a) A personal response to the assigned vocational question emerging from the module notes.
This response must engage with the set text—and one optional reading for MCE61/D—and centre
on a story from your frontline.
(b) Forum interaction with at least one other student that advances the conversation, perhaps
through a comment or question.
The 9 posts and forum interactions are together to be submitted as one word.doc online for
Assessment Requirement 2a and 2b. (Check the criteria!) However, to ensure you are tracking with
the material, and that distance and class students journey together, you are required to post these
responses to Moodle within the week after the Module is completed.
For each Moodle Module (4-12), I’ve set up a forum bubble.

The next question to which you will respond is:
Journal #1 (re: module 4): What “distortion” in your theology most affects how you steward your
vocation? Where does it trace back to, and how might you fix it up?
From module 4 onwards, you should have discussed this forum question in your small group
during this module’s middle session (“Business Time”).

All students respond on the Moodle Forum (200 words)
֎

Preparation for Next Week …
 Forum post work (as per the unit guide assessment requirement) both addressing the set
question, and interacting with others. Post this to Moodle before next class.
 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide lecture schedule. The set-text is the minimum. Divvy up the
other readings with your small group, and come ready to share on each of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for your vocational stewardship
-an application—something useful right now toward fruitfulness on your frontline
 If it’s your turn, come prepared for show & tell to share a helpful resource or inspirational
story that demonstrates vocational stewardship in action.
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your kingdom taster, sending your “Pink icecream-spoon at Work” photo to david.benson@malyon.edu.au.
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